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Abstract 37 

Translational neuroimaging requires approaches and techniques that can bridge between 38 

multiple different species and disease states. One candidate method, which offers insights 39 

into the brain’s functional connectivity (FC), is resting state fMRI (rs-fMRI). In both humans 40 

and non-human primates, patterns of functional connectivity (often referred to as the 41 

functional connectome) have been related to the underlying structural connectivity (structural 42 

connectome). Given the recent rise in pre-clinical neuroimaging of mouse models it is an 43 

important question whether the mouse functional connectome conforms to the underlying 44 

structural connectivity. Here, we compared FC derived from rs-fMRI in female mice to the 45 

underlying monosynaptic structural connectome as provided by the Allen Brain Connectivity 46 

Atlas. We show that FC between inter-hemispheric homotopic cortical and hippocampal 47 

areas, as well as in cortical-striatal pathways, emerge primarily via monosynaptic structural 48 

connections. In particular, we demonstrate that the striatum can be segregated according to 49 

differential rs-fMRI connectivity patterns that mirror monosynaptic connectivity with isocortex. 50 

By contrast, for certain subcortical networks, FC emerges along polysynaptic pathways as 51 

shown for left and right striatum, which do not share direct anatomical connections, but high 52 

FC is putatively driven by a top-down cortical control. Finally, we show that FC involving 53 

cortico-thalamic pathways is limited, possibly confounded by the effect of anesthesia, small 54 

regional size and tracer injection volume. These findings provide a critical foundation for 55 

using rs-fMRI connectivity as a translational tool to study complex brain circuitry interactions 56 

and their pathology due to neurological or psychiatric diseases across species.  57 

Significance statement  58 

A comprehensive understanding of how the anatomical architecture of the brain, often 59 

referred to as the “connectome”, corresponds to its function is arguably one of the biggest 60 

challenges for understanding the brain and its pathologies. Here we use the mouse as a 61 

model for comparing functional connectivity derived from resting-state fMRI with gold 62 

standard structural connectivity measures based on tracer injections. In particular, we 63 

demonstrate high correspondence between functional connectivity measurements of cortico-64 

cortico and cortico-striatal and their anatomical underpinnings. This work provides a critical 65 

foundation for studying the pathology of these circuits across mouse models and human 66 

patients. 67 

Keywords: Functional connectome, structural connectivity, mouse, viral tracer, resting-state 68 

fMRI69 
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Introduction  70 

The brain relies on finely tuned and adaptable neuronal networks for the control of 71 

perception, cognition, and behaviour. The organization of these networks at micro-, meso-, 72 

and macro-scale levels are considered essential to for the segregation and integration of 73 

information throughout the brain (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Park and Friston, 2013). 74 

Neuronal networks can be identified either at the structural level, i.e. represented by the 75 

physical presence of neuron cell bodies, dendrites, projecting axons, and synapses 76 

connecting two neuronal entities, or at the functional level, i.e. by dependencies of spiking 77 

and synaptic activities across neurons (Park and Friston, 2013). Such structural and 78 

functional measurements of the brain can then be conceptualised by describing regions-of-79 

interest as nodes and interactions between nodes as edges, a framework that has become 80 

important for defining the intrinsic architecture of the brain - also referred to as “the 81 

connectome” - as well as it’s alterations due to disorders (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009). 82 

Information on the functional connectome can be resolved using resting-state functional 83 

magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI). Rs-fMRI estimates the statistical interdependence of 84 

two brain areas from temporal correlations of fluctuating blood oxygen levels (Biswal et al., 85 

1995; Damoiseaux et al., 2006; De Luca et al., 2006; Biswal et al., 2010). It has been 86 

proposed that high functional connectivity (FC) between remote brain areas results from 87 

information exchange via anatomical connections suggesting that emerging functional 88 

networks indirectly reflects the architecture of the structural connectome (Honey et al., 2009; 89 

van den Heuvel et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010). Several approaches are available to assess 90 

anatomical connectivity, such as in-vivo diffusion-weighted MRI (Basser et al., 1994) and 91 

tractography, as well as ex-vivo histological cyto-architectonic mapping (Kasthuri and 92 

Lichtman, 2007; Lichtman et al., 2008). For human studies, diffusion-weighted MRI-based 93 

connectome reconstruction has become the method of choice, being non-invasive and 94 

available in many research centers. However, tractography methods have difficulty resolving 95 

crossing-fibers (Jbabdi et al., 2015), they lose their sensitivity in gray matter and do not 96 

provide reliable information on track terminations. Anterograde/retrograde neuronal viral 97 
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tracer studies in animal models are not hindered by crossing fibres, and are currently 98 

considered the gold standard for determining monosynaptic axonal pathways (Swanson, 99 

1982; Oh et al., 2014; Zingg et al., 2014; Hintiryan et al., 2016). Recently, viral tracers have 100 

been used to extensively map the mouse brain’s monosynaptic structural connectome at the 101 

mesoscale level (Oh et al., 2014; Zingg et al., 2014; Hintiryan et al., 2016). This offers new 102 

opportunities to validate non-invasive imaging methods against the anatomical ground truth 103 

using a mammalian model, which shares several key principles of network architecture with 104 

the human brain (Stafford et al., 2014; van den Heuvel et al., 2016). However, in the past, 105 

detailed structure-function comparisons in the mouse brain have been limited by the 106 

achievable rs-fMRI quality. Here we used advanced MRI technology and protocols 107 

(Grandjean et al., 2014; Zerbi et al., 2015) for deriving the brain-wide functional connectome 108 

of mouse from high-resolution rs-fMRI acquisitions, which we then compared through a 109 

systematic approach with the monosynaptic structural connectome derived from viral tracings 110 

(Allen Brain Institute, http://connectivity.brain-map.org/).  111 

Our results confirm that high FC emerges predominantly between monosynaptically 112 

connected regions. In addition to strong functional connectivity between homotopic areas of 113 

left and right isocortex, we show now for the mouse brain that the striatum can be 114 

segregated according to differential rs-fMRI connectivity patterns, which mirror monosynaptic 115 

structural connectivity with isocortex. Interestingly, we also found that high FC between 116 

subcortical structures of the left and right hemisphere emerges via polysynaptic pathways 117 

suggesting that isocortex might be an important relay area for mediating FC that extends 118 

beyond the monosynaptic structural connectome. By contrast, FC along cortico-thalamic 119 

pathways was limited, possibly confounded by the effect of anesthesia, region-of-interest 120 

(ROI) size and tracer injection volume. These results provide a critical foundation for future 121 

work that aims to test connectivity changes in mouse models of human diseases to reveal 122 

how brain connectivity is altered in pathological phenotypes. 123 

 124 

 125 
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 126 

Materials and Methods 127 

Study design 128 

To investigate the structural substrate underlying FC in the murine brain, resting-state fMRI 129 

date sets from 14 female C57Bl/6 mice were collected and the resulting FC data compared 130 

with structural connectivity (SC) data derived from viral tracer maps from the Allen Brain 131 

Institute (Allen Institute for Brain Science, http://connectivity.brain-map.org). The mouse brain 132 

functional connectome was obtained using a subset of seeds (238) and target regions (254) 133 

taken from the Allen reference atlas using Pearson’s correlation (Fisher-Z transformed). The 134 

agreement between SC and FC was evaluated (I) by partial Spearman’s correlations that 135 

include region volume as a covariate to account for dominating effects of large seed regions; 136 

(II) on the basis of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and (III) with a winner-137 

takes-all analysis labeling each voxel as belonging to the network with the largest 138 

connectivity value. Finally, mono- and polysynaptic dependency connections were derived 139 

from a graph theory approach, comparing the distances (number of edges between two 140 

nodes) in thresholded SC and FC maps. 141 

 142 

Structural connectivity  143 

The structural connectivity matrix based on viral tracer injections was adapted from Oh el al. 144 

(Oh et al., 2014). Briefly, adeno-associated viral anterograde tracers containing genes 145 

encoding for enhanced green fluorescent protein were sterotactically injected at different 146 

sites in mice. Following the injection, 2 weeks were allowed for the protein expression before 147 

the animals were scarified, the brain extracted, sectioned, imaged with 2-photon microscope, 148 

reconstructed into 3D fluorescence maps, and transformed into a common reference space. 149 

The connectivity was determined from the injection site to the projections by quantifying the 150 

fluorescence locally for each region-of-interest, and normalizing it with the volume of 151 

injection, see for details (Oh et al., 2014).  152 
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Viral-tracer maps resampled at 100 μm³ were obtained using the query form from the Allen 153 

Institute database (Allen Institute for Brain Science, http://connectivity.brain-map.org/). 154 

Individual experiments were selected as follows: carried in wild-type C57BL/6 and with 155 

injection volume ranging 0.0001 to 0.5 ul. The anatomical reference template was 156 

coregistered into the AMBMC MRI template resampled at 100 μm³ (Australian Mouse Brain 157 

Mapping Consortium, http://www.imaging.org.au/AMBMC), using ANTS with greedy SyN 158 

transformation (Advanced Normalization Tools v2.1, http://picsl.upenn.edu/software/ants/). 159 

The viral-tracer maps, as well as the anatomical atlas were then converted into MRI space 160 

using the transformations estimated earlier, using radiological convention, which represents 161 

inverted left and right orientations.   162 

We limited the scope of our analysis to the ontological ROI groups of the Allen atlas which 163 

were fully covered by the fMRI volume acquisition: the isocortex (isocortex), cortical sub-164 

plate (CTXsp), hippocampal formation (HFP), striatum (STR), palladium (PAL) and thalamus 165 

(TH). 166 

 167 

fMRI data acquisition and preprocessing 168 

Mouse multi-echo fMRI data are available online (central.xnat.org, project_ID: 169 

ME_fMRI_MOUSE). The rs-fMRI functional connectome maps are freely available for 170 

consultation (http://doi.org/10.5905/ethz-1007-59).  171 

The C57BL/6 female mice (n=14) were used in this study. The experiment was performed 172 

following the Swiss federal guidelines for animal experimentation, and under a license from 173 

the Zürich cantonal veterinary office. Animals were caged in standard housing with food and 174 

water ad libitum, and kept in a 12h light and night cycle. In preparation for the 175 

measurements, anesthesia was induced with isoflurane 3.5% for 4 min in a 1:4 oxygen to air 176 

mix. The animals were endotracheally intubated, and positioned on a MR-compatible 177 

support. The animals were fixed with ear bars, and mechanically ventilated with a ventilator 178 
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(CWE, Ardmore, USA), with 2% isoflurane. A cannula was placed in the tail vein for 179 

medetomidine, 0.05 mg/kg bolus followed 5 min later by 0.1 mg/kg/h infusion, and 180 

pancuronium, 0.2 mg/kg bolus followed by 0.4 mg/kg/h infusion. Following medetomidine 181 

bolus injection, isoflurane was reduced to 1.5%, and further reduced to 0.5% during infusion. 182 

Animal preparation and measurement took 45 min, all animals recovered fully following the 183 

measurements.  184 

The dataset were acquired on a 9.4T Bruker scanner, equipped with a BGA-S gradient 185 

system, a volume coil for excitation and a 2x2 phased-array receiver-only cryogenic coil. 186 

Multi-echo gradient-echo EPI (ME-EPI) were acquired with the following parameters: 187 

repetition time 1500 ms, echo time [11, 17, 23] ms, flip angle 60°, matrix size 60x30, field of 188 

view 18.2x9 mm², number of slices 20, slice thickness 0.3 mm, slice gap 0.05 mm, 600 189 

volumes, acceleration factor 1.4, horizontal field of view saturation slice to mask the lower 190 

portion of the mouse head, 250000 Hz bandwidth. Images presented minimal distortions, 191 

even at higher echo time.  192 

ME-EPI were converted to NIFTI format and processed with meica.py script 193 

(AFNI_2011_12_21_1014, http://afni.nimh.nih.gov) (Kundu et al., 2012). Briefly, the script 194 

performs motion correction, despiking, skull stripping, and an ICA decomposition of the 3 195 

echo-separated 4D images. Echo-time dependency is measured in each component and 196 

used to discriminate BOLD-related from non-BOLD related components. Components that 197 

did not present echo-time signal dependency, i.e. non-BOLD, were labeled as noise are then 198 

regressed to obtain a final denoised 4D image. The denoised fMRI images were then co-199 

registered to the MRI template using linear affine and non-linear greedy SyN transformation. 200 

We identified large scale FC networks using an independent component analysis (group-ICA 201 

MELODIC, FMRIB Software Library v5.0, http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk) as a tool to evaluate the 202 

quality of the cleaned data. Of the 30 predetermined components, 17 were representing 203 

known cortical and subcortical networks with plausible anatomical locations (Figure 1), based 204 

on definitions outlined in (Zerbi et al., 2015). Other components displayed spatial maps with 205 
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irregular clusters not related to anatomical gray matter structures. None of the components 206 

related to motion or to vascular structures have been found. This is in line with previous 207 

observations using similar acquisition protocols, but different artifact cleaning methods (Zerbi 208 

et al., 2015). Seed-based maps were computed in FSL with the Glm function, using the viral 209 

injection site and injection volume to define the 238 rs-fMRI seeds. FC between each seed 210 

and the 254 target regions taken from the Allen reference atlas with the same ontology as 211 

used in Oh et al.(Oh et al., 2014) was calculated using Pearson’s correlation and Fisher-Z 212 

transformed. Individual z-statistic seed-to-target matrices were pre-masked using a t-test to 213 

consider only connections significantly different than 0 (p=0.05, false discovery rate (FDR) 214 

corrected) and group averaged. The correlation between the SC and FC in each individual 215 

tracer experiment (i.e. each row in the connectome matrices) was defined by partial 216 

Spearman’s correlations that include region volume as a covariate in order to compensate 217 

the common dependency between both tracer-based connectivity and resting-state fMRI with 218 

regional target volumes (Sethi et al., 2017). The results yield values of no/weak [0-0.2], 219 

weak-to-moderate [0.2-0.4] and moderate-to-strong effect [0.4-0.6](Cohen, 1988). 220 

Nonparametric Spearman’s correlation was used since we could not readily assume a linear 221 

relationship between tracer projection intensity and functional connectivity. In complement to 222 

the previous analysis with partial Spearman’s correlation analysis using region volume as 223 

covariate, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were computed as described 224 

(Calabrese et al., 2015), in order to assess the gross agreement between anatomical macro-225 

scale FC and SC. Briefly, SC and FC sub-matrices were selected from their anatomical 226 

parent structures, log-transformed, normalized between zero and one and binarized using a 227 

series of 1000 thresholds to keep the 0–100% of connections. The resulting binary 228 

connectivity matrices were compared using ROC analysis with tracer-based connectivity as 229 

ground truth. The True Positive Rate and False Positive Rate vectors were plotted against 230 

each other and the resulting area under the curve (AUC) is used as measure of connectivity 231 

similarity between the two metrics. The AUC results were then compared against a null 232 

distribution of the same datasets using permutation testing. Permutation testing (1000 233 
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iterations) consisted of shuffling the labels of the FC sub-matrices. In each permutation, the 234 

total volume of brain covered by the labels was therefore identical between SC and FC, 235 

which excludes volume-based biases in the resulting values. 236 

For every voxel within each mask (right hemisphere isocortex, left hemisphere striatum, and 237 

left thalamus) we extracted the transformed connectivity values for each injection site. This 238 

gave each voxel a connectivity profile indicating how strong or weak connectivity was at that 239 

voxel for each injection site, both for resting state fMRI and tracer connectivity. In order to 240 

determine whether resting state connectivity patterns matched those seen with tracer 241 

injections, we performed a winner-takes-all analysis labeling each voxel as belonging to the 242 

network with the largest connectivity value for a set of 20 injection sites distributed on the 243 

right isocortical hemisphere, as carried in Oh el al. (2014). In order to determine whether 244 

voxels showed the same connectivity fingerprint using resting state fMRI and tracers (i.e. 245 

voxels showed connectivity profile for injection sites in both modalities) we used Spearman’s 246 

rho to correlate connectivity profiles at each voxel. False discovery rate (FDR, p<0.05) was 247 

used to correct for multiple comparisons.          248 

Mono- and polysynaptic dependency connections were derived from a graph-theory 249 

approach. To this end, we used the symmetrical SC matrix (81×81, for ROI list see extended 250 

Table 3-1) adapted from Oh et al. (Oh et al., 2014). Symmetrical FC matrix was obtained by 251 

estimating the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the time series extracted from rs-252 

fMRI scans using the same ROI set as for SC. Individual FC matrices were groups averaged 253 

without applying any pre-masking to maintain its original distribution. Both symmetrical 254 

matrices were normalized to range 0 to 100. Connectivity matrices were binarized using 255 

varying threshold 0 to 100 by 1 increment, at each threshold level the minimal distance 256 

separating every ROI pair was estimated using igraph in R (The R Foundation for Statistical 257 

Computing, Vienna, Austria). For every threshold level, the interaction between each ROI 258 

pair were classified into three categories based on both SC and FC distance matrix: (i) 259 

monosynaptic FC (distanceSC=1 edge and distanceFC=1 edge); (ii) polysynaptic FC 260 
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(distanceSC>1 edge and distanceFC=1 edge); and (iii) mismatch (distanceSC=1 edge and 261 

distanceFC>1 edge).  The connectivity likelihood for each category was established as the 262 

incidence for each threshold level. 263 

 264 

Statistical analysis 265 

All the correlations, e.g. between functional and structural connectivity data or between the 266 

partial Spearman’s rho and the viral injection volume, were tested using a 2-way t-test, 267 

testing the hypothesis of no correlation against the alternative that there is a non-zero 268 

correlation. For ROC analysis, permutation testing for the ROC-AUC calculation to test their 269 

significance against a null distribution as described in the previous section. 270 

 271 

 272 

Results 273 

Overlapping structural and functional connectivity in the mouse brain. 274 

SC and FC represent different metrics that depict large-scale neuronal architecture. Viral-275 

tracer distributions obtained from the Allen Brain Institute database and rs-fMRI seed-maps 276 

corresponding to the injection sites were normalized into common spatial coordinates. Voxel-277 

wise representation of the viral-tracer distribution and seed-based FC for four selected 278 

injection sites/seeds provide a qualitative representation of the similarities and differences 279 

between SC and FC (Figure 2). For instance, tracer injected into the primary somatosensory 280 

area of the barrel field (SSp-bfd) highlighted projections to both ipsi- and contralateral barrel 281 

field and to motor cortex areas, as well as projections to ipislateral dorsal striatum and 282 

thalamus. Seed-based FC revealed a similar pattern, but included marked FC between both 283 

ipsi- and contralateral hemispheres of the dorsal striatum, and an absence of detectable FC 284 

to the thalamus. For injection sites in the motor (MOs) or anterior cingulate area (ACAv), 285 

striking overlaps between SC and FC were found. In both instances, the regions displaying 286 

high FC extended beyond those being monosynaptically connected, and included larger 287 
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areas of the primary somatosensory cortex in the case of the MO seed, and of the 288 

retrosplenial area in the case of the ACAv seed. Finally, an injection site/seed in the dentate 289 

gyrus (DG) revealed SC confined to the hippocampus, while the corresponding FC area 290 

extended across hippocampus, cingulate, retrosplenial, ecto-, endo-, and perirhinal cortical 291 

areas, elements of the putative rodent default-mode network (DMN) (Lu et al., 2012; 292 

Sforazzini et al., 2014a). This indicates that FC between some areas, in particular 293 

homologous cortical regions of the left and right hemisphere, emerges due to direct 294 

monosynaptic connections, whereas FC in spatially extended networks (e.g. DMN) indexes 295 

indirect polysynaptic connections.  296 

In order to perform a comparison at a whole brain level, we used total monosynaptic 297 

connectivity matrices reconstructed using 238 viral tracer maps (Oh et al., 2014), and 298 

matched them to seed-based FC. Injection sites were located in the isocortex (n=98), 299 

hippocampal formation (HPF, n=39), cortical subplate (CTXsp, n=6), striatum (STR, n=33), 300 

pallidum (PAL, n=8) and thalamus (TH, n=54) (for ROI list, see extended Table 3-1). 301 

Ipsilateral and contralateral target regions (n=254) were selected from the Allen Institute 302 

mouse brain parcellation atlas (http://atlas.brain-map.org). Connectivity patterns found in the 303 

tracer injection-based SC matrix and in the seed-based FC matrices (Figure 3a,b) confirmed 304 

the observations made using voxel-wise maps; they exhibit marked similarities for cortical 305 

injection sites, showing high SC and FC with ipsi- and contralateral isocortex, as well as with 306 

ipsilateral sub-cortical structures (striatum, pallidum, cortical sub-plate). However, for other 307 

specific connections, as between isocortex and thalamus, FC is mostly absent despite dense 308 

monosynaptic connections. Regarding the hippocampal formation, strong SC is observed 309 

between injection sites located in the entorhinal cortical area toward the isocortical and sub-310 

cortical structures except for the thalamus on both the ipsi- and contralateral side. This 311 

pattern was however not observed in the FC matrix. Partial Spearman’s rank tests confirmed 312 

the general good agreement between FC and SC for most of the selected seeds (Figure 3c). 313 

In the isocortex, intermediate-to-strong correlations (rho = 0.4-0.6) were found with the 314 

exception of prefrontal areas (anterior cingulate, prelimbic, infralimbic and orbitofrontal 315 
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areas). Conversely, most of the seed-experiments of the thalamus showed null or weak 316 

effects (rho = 0-0.2) apart from of the ventral posteromedial nuclei (see extended Figure 3-2). 317 

Interestingly, the degree of correlation between the SC and FC metrics were strongly 318 

significantly correlated with the amount of viral tracer injected in the structural experiments 319 

(p<0.001). 320 

The degree of similarities between SC and FC in the two metrics was further assessed 321 

within- and between-ontological structures by ROC analysis (Fig 3d, e, f, extended Table 3-322 

2). Area under the curve (AUC) estimated from the ROC analysis recapitulates the 323 

observation described above. In particular, significant correspondence exists between the 324 

isocortex injection sites/seeds and contralateral isocortex (Fig 3d, AUC=0.702), as well as 325 

between isocortex and striatum (Fig 3e, AUC=0.709). For connections between thalamus 326 

and isocortex, correspondence between FC and SC was low albeit significantly different from 327 

the null (i.e. chance level) distribution (Fig 2f, AUC=0.587) for both directionalities.  328 

These three relevant large-scale connections were further analyzed at a voxel-level, for 329 

mapping the most strongly connected subareas of contralateral isocortex, striatum and 330 

thalamus. The hippocampal formation was not included in the detailed analysis as most of 331 

the structural projections from the hippocampus were found to be confined to this brain 332 

region (Figure 3a,b).  333 

 334 

Similar modular organization of the structural and functional connectome in the 335 

Mouse cortex   336 

Mammalian brains are organized into distinct large-scale structures also referred as sub-337 

networks or modules (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009; Oh et al., 2014; Zingg et al., 2014; Liska 338 

et al., 2015). The combination of structural and functional connectivity information in the 339 

same analysis space provides two independent metrics for comparing the modular 340 

organization of the brain. A winner-takes-all approach from 20 selected cortical injection 341 
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seeds (Figure 4a) revealed a remarkable correspondence between structural (Figure 4b, left 342 

panel) and functional modular architecture (Figure 4b, middle panel) in both the ipsi- and 343 

contralateral isocortex. In both metrics, the somatosensory motor cortex is divided into three 344 

distinct modules, encompassing motor (red), sensory (green) and medial orbital (yellow) 345 

areas. A temporal associative module (light/dark blue) was found to encompass auditory and 346 

visual cortices as well as retrohippocampal regions such as the entorhinal cortex. Regions 347 

analogous to the DMN were highlighted, in particular the cingulate, prefrontal, and 348 

retrosplenial cortices (violet). This modular organization is consistent with sub-networks 349 

presented in previous viral tracer studies (Oh et al., 2014; Zingg et al., 2014). This data 350 

extend previous rs-fMRI work, in which the parcellation of the mouse brain produced only two 351 

cortical modules, lateral cortical network encompassing limb and barrel field modules, and 352 

DMN which included the temporal associative module found in this study (Liska et al., 2015).  353 

Although the isocortex has a modular organization, it is likely that voxels (particularly voxels 354 

on the borders between modules) are not exclusively interconnected with only one module. 355 

In order to compare structural and functional connectivity fingerprints we created a 356 

connectivity profile for each voxel within a mask (strength of connectivity for each injection 357 

site/seed (n=98)). We then used Spearman’s rho to correlate the structural and functional 358 

connectivity profile at each voxel, using the data from all the isocortical seed-experiments 359 

(n=98) and correcting for multiple comparisons using FDR (p<0.05). This analysis highlights 360 

whether a target voxel has the same pattern of high and low connectivity for each tracer 361 

injection site, and whether these connectivity patterns are the same between SC and FC 362 

metrics. This analysis revealed that 86.9% of all voxels within contralateral isocortex survived 363 

FDR correction, demonstrating the high degree of overlap in connectivity fingerprints 364 

between SC and FC. Specifically, the structure-function relationship was strongest in the 365 

motor and medial orbital modules and in the DMN, while correlations were weaker in the 366 

area in between the sensory and the temporal associative module (Figure 4b, right panel).  367 

 368 
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Matching structural and functional topographies of the cortico-striatal pathways  369 

Cortico-striatal projections are essential components of forebrain circuits widely involved in 370 

goal-directed behavior and motivation (Ferguson et al., 2011; Kozorovitskiy et al., 2012; 371 

Farrell et al., 2013). Hypo- or hyperactivity in these connections is associated with several 372 

neuropsychiatric disorders, including autism and schizophrenia (Shepherd, 2013; Ferenczi et 373 

al., 2016). From an anatomical and functional perspective the striatum is clustered into 374 

distinct domains according to input and output regions (Choi et al., 2012; Jung et al., 2014). 375 

Winner-takes-all topographical maps confirmed such a modular organization in both 376 

structural and functional datasets, which appears divided into five macro-areas densely 377 

connected with cingulate areas (violet), motor (red), sensory (green), medial orbital (yellow) 378 

and temporal associative (blue) cortices (Figure 4c). The partition of the ipsilateral striatum 379 

presented remarkable similarities with modular divisions found with viral tracers (Oh et al., 380 

2014; Hintiryan et al., 2016). Remarkably, 87.8% of striatal voxels showed a significant 381 

Spearman’s correlation between anatomical and functional architecture, with the highest 382 

degree of correlation found in the motor cortex to dorsal striatum pathway.  383 

 384 

Lack of FC for networks involving the thalamus  385 

The thalamus is a highly heterogeneous structure, subdivided into distinct nuclei that are 386 

connected to the cerebral cortex through multiple anatomical loops and that process sensory, 387 

limbic, and heteromodal information (Behrens et al., 2003). Detailed maps of human and 388 

rodent cortico-thalamic cytoarchitecture are available (Jones, 2007; Oh et al., 2014). In 389 

humans, imaging data suggests an overall correspondence between structural diffusion data 390 

and functional imaging, albeit this has been only demonstrated at the macroscale level 391 

(Zhang et al., 2010). Our results revealed minimal correspondence of FC and SC between 392 

isocortex and ipsilateral thalamus. Statistically, only 8.8% of all voxels within the ipsilateral 393 

thalamus showed a significant overlap of connectivity profiles (Figure 4d). Specifically, these 394 

areas of good correspondence reflect the connections between the anteroventral nuclei of 395 
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the thalamus with retrosplenial cortex (purple), and between the ventral posteromedial nuclei 396 

with somatosensory-barrel field cortex (green). For all the other nuclei, the overall structural 397 

monosynaptic connections derived from viral tracing were not reflected by the functional data 398 

as measured with rs-fMRI. 399 

 400 

 401 

Mono- and polysynaptic dependency of resting-state networks 402 

Our comparison of the SC and FC matrices revealed areas of similarities and divergences 403 

between the two connectivity measures. In a final set of analyses, we determined the 404 

minimum number of edges, or connections, separating two nodes (regions-of-interest). This 405 

analysis was run for both structural and functional connectivity matrices. The number of 406 

edges necessary to connect two nodes was used to divide structural-functional connectivity 407 

relationships into three categories: (i) monosynaptic FC; (ii) polysynaptic FC; and (iii) low FC 408 

despite monosynaptic SC, which were labelled ‘mismatched’.  409 

The two distance metrics showed a similar distribution. For low threshold values, most of the 410 

ROIs were found separated by 1 or 2 edges (Figure 5a,b). As expected, the distance 411 

between node pairs increased with higher threshold values, consistent with increasing 412 

sparsity of the matrices. High monosynaptic FC likelihood values were obtained between 413 

isocortex to the ipsilateral hippocampal formation and striatum (Figure 5c). Notably, high 414 

interhemispheric monosynaptic connectivity likelihood was also found between bilateral 415 

homotopic isocortices and, to a lesser extent, between hippocampal formations, as indicated 416 

by the plot restricted to contralateral homotopic ROIs (Figure 5c, left panel). Polysynaptic 417 

connectivity likelihood was found to be more diverse in terms of interactions between the 418 

ontological structures and hemispheres (Figure 5d). For instance, there were notable 419 

interhemispheric projections from the striatum towards the isocortex and the contralateral 420 

striatum, as well as between homotopic subcortical regions in both hemispheres (Figure 5d, 421 

left panel). In summary, we found that functional networks in the isocortex were 422 
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predominantly monosynaptic. Sub-cortical networks, on the other hand, present more diverse 423 

projections, and rely in several instances on polysynaptic projections. Mismatched FC is 424 

mostly present in edges between thalamic and ROIs in the cortex, hippocampal formation, 425 

and striatum, consistent with the notions of weak thalamic FC observed above (extended 426 

Figure 5-1).  427 

 428 

 429 

 430 

Discussion 431 

Here we report the brain-wide functional connectome of mouse and analyze how circuits of 432 

enhanced long-range FC map onto monosynaptic structural pathways. We confirm that FC 433 

emerges preferably along monosynaptic connections, for example between homotopic 434 

isocortical areas across hemispheres. We further show that rs-fMRI is an excellent tool for 435 

studying cortico-striatal subcircuits, which match monosynaptic anatomical connectivity. 436 

Lastly, we identified specific networks (for example high FC between left and right striatum 437 

and thalamus) where rs-fMRI oscillations synchronize via polysynaptic pathways.   438 

Understanding the organizational principles underlying the structure-function relationship of 439 

the brain has been a central question in neuroscience. Converging evidence across species 440 

has confirmed fMRI measurements reflect neuronal activity, both for stimulus-evoked and 441 

resting-state fMRI (Logothetis et al., 2001; Mantini et al., 2007; Scholvinck et al., 2010). 442 

Moreover, the topology of human FC networks corresponds well to major structural tracts 443 

forming cortico-cortical (Hagmann et al., 2008; Honey et al., 2009; van den Heuvel et al., 444 

2009), cortico-striatal (Jarbo and Verstynen, 2015) or cortico-thalamic (Zhang et al., 2010) 445 

circuits. However, many of these studies have been using information derived from diffusion 446 

weighted imaging to reconstruct SC networks. Unfortunately, there are still a number of 447 

limitations with diffusion imaging, including the limited spatial resolution, low sensitivity in 448 

gray matter, and difficulties with identifying of fiber crossings and terminations. Tracer 449 
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information in the mouse, by contrast, allows one to reconstruct SC networks with greater 450 

spatial resolution, and without ambiguity with respect to fiber crossing or mono- and 451 

polysynaptic projections. Previous work comparing viral tracer to functional connectivity  452 

have, similarly to our work, reported systematically good correspondence between SC and 453 

FC, albeit these studies limited their scope to specific networks, either cortical networks (and 454 

specifically the default-mode network) (Stafford et al., 2014), or the hippocampus (Bergmann 455 

et al., 2016). We have been able to demonstrate structure-function correspondence using the 456 

proven hardwired connections between the nodes involved in a wide range of resting-state 457 

networks, many of which find correspondence with human networks (Sforazzini et al., 458 

2014a).   459 

Resting-state FC networks in humans and other species have shown a preponderant 460 

bilateral organization (Damoiseaux et al., 2006), with the exception of right and left fronto-461 

parietal networks in the human brain (van den Heuvel et al., 2009). Previous studies 462 

investigating resting-state networks in the rodent brain have also demonstrated this bilateral 463 

organization (Grandjean et al., 2014; Sforazzini et al., 2014a; Zerbi et al., 2015). A property 464 

lost or greatly reduced in mice presenting with agenesis of the corpus callosum, supporting 465 

the notion that axonal projections are causally involved in supporting distal FC (Sforazzini et 466 

al., 2014b; Schroeter et al., 2016).  Many of these networks have been proposed to be 467 

analogous to human resting-state networks, such as the DMN and the salience network 468 

(Upadhyay et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2012; Sforazzini et al., 2014a). An interesting feature of 469 

rodent FC is the presence of robust striatal functional networks, which we have repeatedly 470 

found to be divided into three entities, the dorsal and lateral striatum mostly overlapping with 471 

the caudate and putamen, and ventral striatum overlapping with nucleus accumbens 472 

(Grandjean et al., 2014; Zerbi et al., 2015). This segregation into specific circuits is 473 

interesting because they are differentially affected in murine models of brain disorders 474 

related to substance abuse (Hyman et al., 2006), movement disorders (Poston and 475 

Eidelberg, 2012), major depression (Kerestes et al., 2015), Parkinson disease (Rolinski et 476 

al., 2015), and schizophrenia (Sorg et al., 2013) (for review, see (Shepherd, 2013)). One 477 
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specific property of these networks is that in comparison to cortical networks, which rely 478 

strongly on direct projections, their bilateral organization relies on polysynaptic relays, either 479 

via the cortico-striatal or nigrostriatal/mesolimbic pathways (Ferenczi et al., 2016). Thus, the 480 

preponderant position of striatal networks among the rodent resting-state functional 481 

networks, and the availability of mouse models of brain disorders and substance abuse, 482 

offers new opportunities to study the large-scale functional implications of disease on these 483 

specific networks.  484 

As well as highlighting the significant overlap between structural and functional connectivity, 485 

we also identified some networks where structural and functional connectivity did not match, 486 

specifically the cortico-thalamic projections. This might be attributed to effects of anesthesia. 487 

While controlled anesthesia and mechanical ventilation is expected to increase the 488 

robustness and reproducibility of the functional read-out by limiting drastically physiological 489 

noise through reduced motion and constant breathing cycle, anesthesia agents will also 490 

affect neuronal networks. However, albeit kept to a minimal level, medetomidine has been 491 

reported to interfere with cortico-thalamic FC (Fukuda et al., 2013) particularly in connection 492 

to rs-fMRI studies (Grandjean et al., 2014; Nasrallah et al., 2014), specifically affecting 493 

regions expressing high levels of alpha-2 adrenergic receptors, the target of medetomidine, 494 

in a dose-dependent fashion (Nasrallah et al., 2014). Another possible confounding factor is 495 

the relatively small injection volume used to target the thalamic nuclei, an effect further 496 

exacerbated by the relative small ROI size of these corresponding nuclei. In fact, 22 out of 54 497 

thalamic areas (41%) were injected with less than 0.1 μl of viral tracer. In comparison, only 498 

28% of isocortical and 24% of striatal injections received less than 0.1μl of volume. The 499 

higher anatomically specificity obtained with small injections is desired for small nuclei such 500 

as in the thalamus. However, this is usually achieved at the cost of a reduced transcriptional 501 

efficiency of the virus and therefore a lower sensitivity of the measure; this may have 502 

introduced a systematic noise in the connectivity derived to macroscale ontological targets. 503 

Moreover, this effect is exacerbated by the relatively low resolution of fMRI, ~300μm³, which 504 

does not permit to resolve smaller thalamic nucleus separately. Notably, our results showed 505 
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a robust correlation between the SC - FC Spearman’s rho and the injection volume, which 506 

corroborate these findings. Altogether this suggests that thalamic resting state networks in 507 

anesthetized rodents should be interpreted with caution, as their interpretation in terms of 508 

structural connectivity may be confounded by intrinsic shortcomings in the measurements. 509 

The comparison between the two metrics remains limited in some aspects. First, in mouse 510 

studies anesthesia was shown to interfere with brain function and therefore to affect FC 511 

readouts as discussed for cortico-thalamic connectivity. Recent work has compared awake 512 

rs-fMRI to viral tracer, however, distal FC estimated in this latter work was relatively low with 513 

respect to the selected seeds (Bergmann et al., 2016) in comparison to results reported with 514 

the optimized anesthesia protocol used in this study (Grandjean et al., 2014). This 515 

corroborates previous reports indicating difficulties in adapting rat awake protocols to mice 516 

(Jonckers et al., 2014). In addition to displaying strong and robust distal FC, the anesthesia 517 

protocol was shown to recapitulate advantages of both isoflurane and medetomidine 518 

protocols, i.e. strong cortical and sub-cortical FC respectively, while displaying minimal 519 

undesirable effects. Second, a study in monkey has shown that mild and deep anesthesia 520 

was associated with greater correspondence between FC and SC, while the awake state 521 

captured rich FC patterns beyond that predicted with anatomical projections, including 522 

patterns of dynamic FC (Barttfeld et al., 2015). While it remains difficult to compare 523 

anesthesia depth across studies and more so across species, the present study uses a light 524 

anesthesia/sedation protocol, which retains anti-correlation (Grandjean et al., 2014), and rich 525 

patterns of dynamic FC (Grandjean et al., 2017), comparable to results described in awake 526 

monkey. This may explain the presence of rich polysynaptic dependent FC observed in the 527 

present study. Third, tracer-based SC from the Allen Institute contains directional information 528 

between any two ROIs, whereas FC captured only the shared information between the time 529 

series, irrespective of the directionality. This may have biased the estimation of the 530 

correspondence between the two metrics, although recent studies showed a general good 531 

correspondence between anterograde and retrograde pathways in the mouse (Zingg et al., 532 

2014). Indeed most anatomical projections are coupled with reciprocal projections which 533 
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might offset directionality effect in the SC matrices. The hippocampus is a notable exception 534 

to this rule, as most projections are unidirectional and inputs to the hippocampus come 535 

exclusively from the parahippocampal formation, thus distal FC with respect to the 536 

hippocampus, such as with the other elements of the rodent DMN, is mostly exclusively 537 

polysynaptic dependent. Applying causal models such as Granger causality or dynamic 538 

causal modeling (Li et al., 2011) to resting-state networks may provide information regarding 539 

directionality and as such provide further information regarding the correspondence between 540 

structure and function.  541 

Whole-brain comparison of SC estimated from tracer-based reconstruction and FC from rs-542 

fMRI obtained in the mouse revealed substantial agreement between the two metrics across 543 

several levels from individual connectivity maps derived from injection sites/seeds, to whole-544 

brain interactions, and to modular organization of FC/SC. This close correspondence 545 

between FC and SC forms the basis for linking resting-state fMRI in the mouse to its 546 

anatomical underpinnings, providing a strong foundation to investigate the structure/function 547 

relationship as well as its alteration due to disease within networks. Our findings also form 548 

the basis for rodent fMRI in combination with pharmaco-/opto-genetically controlled 549 

manipulation to dissect the role of selected cellular populations in sub-networks (Lee et al., 550 

2010), thus allowing to resolve cell-specific mechanism taking place in large-scale networks 551 

in the healthy and diseased brain. These approaches may shine new light onto the 552 

organization of the healthy brain, and onto specific neuronal alterations underlying brain 553 

disorders.  554 

 555 

556 
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Captions to Figures: 704 

Figure 1 | Independent component analysis revealed the presence of robust resting-state 705 

networks in the mouse brain. Optimized MR acquisition, anaesthesia and handling, and 706 

image processing protocols yielded readily defined isocortical, striatal, thalamic and 707 

hippocampal rs-fMRI networks. 708 

 709 

 710 

Figure 2 | Qualitative comparison between tracer distribution indicating structural 711 

connectivity (green; upper rows) and FC pattern derived from rs-fMRI (red; lower rows) for 712 

four selected injection sites/seeds. The results illustrate a high degree of similarity between 713 

the measurements, particularly in ipsilateral cortico-striatal connectivity. A high degree of 714 

overlap was also found in contralateral cortico-cortical and hippocampalo-hippocampal 715 

connections, while cortico-thalamic anatomical projections were not detected by rs-fMRI.  716 

 717 

 718 

Figure 3 | Comparison of (a) the viral tracer connectivity matrix and (b) the corresponding 719 

functional connectivity matrix from 238 seed-injection sites (extended Table 3-1) by 254 720 

target ROIs reveals striking similarities, in particular regarding the interactions within the 721 

isocortex. Partial Spearman’s rho (corrected for target ROI volume) between structural and 722 

functional connections originating from each seed/injection experiment is displayed in (c) and 723 

show weak-to-intermediate (rho: 0.2-0.4) and average-to-strong (rho: 0.4-0.6) correlations for 724 

most of the cortical, hippocampal and striatal seeds (colors encode for regions as shown in 725 

(a,b)). Conversely, we were able to detect injection areas, for which the SC-FC correlation 726 

dropped to non-significant levels (rho: 0-0.2); notably for injection sites in prefrontal areas 727 

(ACAd, PL, ILA, ORBI), CA1, Striatum, Amygdala, and some thalamic nuclei, which may be 728 

driven by the relatively small volume injected and by the absence of reciprocal projections 729 

between these and other brain regions (see also extended Figure 3-1). Receiver operating 730 

characteristic (ROC) curves for connectivity (d) isocortex  isocortex (dashed square 731 
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boxes), (e) isocortex  striatum (black square boxes), (f) isocortex  thalamus (dotted 732 

square boxes). The area under the curve indicates the degree of similarity between the 733 

structural and functional metrics, ranging from 0.5 (chance level) to 1 (full similarity). 734 

Permutation testing confirmed the significant (>chance level distribution) agreement between 735 

SC and FC in all the macro-scale connections, with medium-to-high (>0.7) AUC levels for 736 

isocortex to its contralateral counterpart and for isocortex to striatum, and low (<0.6) for 737 

isocortical to thalamic connections (extended Table 3-2).   738 

 739 

 740 

Figure 4 | Winner-takes-all analysis for 20 injection sites/seeds located in the isocortex. (a) 741 

Location of injection sites/seeds used for the winner-takes-all analysis mapped on a surface 742 

representation of the mouse isocortex. The labels are: (1) MOs, (2) ORBm, (3) PL, (4) MOs, 743 

(5) MOp, (6) SSp-bfd, (7) MOp, (8) ACAd, (9) SSs, (10) SSp-bfd, (11) SSp-ll, (12) AUDd, (13) 744 

PTLp, (14) AUDd, (15) RSPagl, (16) AUDd, (17) VISp, (18) VISp, (19) VISp, (20) VISp. Two 745 

spheres of different diameters and transparency are drawn in each voxel, indicating the first 746 

and second strongest connected injection sites/seeds originating from the isocortex towards 747 

(b) contralateral isocortex, (c) ipsilateral striatum, and (d) ipsilateral thalamus.  Voxel-based 748 

Spearman’s R correlation indicates significant correlation between tracer’s injection and rs-749 

fMRI data. Voxels from both isocortical and striatal maps present significant correlation (86.9 750 

and 87.8% of total voxels respectively) between structural and functional connectivity.  In 751 

contrast, thalamic map presents significant correlation between the two modalities in 8.8% of 752 

the voxels only, specifically in the anteroventral and ventral posteromedial nuclei of the 753 

thalamus. 754 

 755 

Figure 5 | Distance separating node pairs from structural and functional connectivity at 756 

varying matrix threshold revealed a similar distribution (a,b). Structural and functionally 757 

connectivity matrices were normalized to a range 0-100. Distance was computed for both 758 
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matrices with incremental threshold with step size =1. At lower threshold, the number of 759 

edges separating any node pairs remains between 1 and 2 edges. The distance increases as 760 

threshold is increased. (c,d) Distance analysis reveals mono- or polysynaptic connectivity 761 

likelihood (CL) of functional connectivity. Large circular plots show transparency-coded links 762 

that represent CL for intra- (blue) and interhemispheric (red) connections across the brain. 763 

For sake of clarity, intrahemispheric connections within brain structures are plotted outside 764 

and inside of the circle labelling the major brain regions (left side of graphs). Smaller circular 765 

plots indicate links between bilateral homotopic region pairs only. (c) The isocortex presents 766 

balanced intra- and interhemispheric monosynaptic CL, towards hippocampal formation 767 

(HPF), cortical sub-plate (CTXsp), and striatum (STR) (intra-) and towards contralateral 768 

homotopic ROI (inter-). (d) Polysynaptic CL present more diverse links between ROIs from 769 

different ontological structures and hemispheres, e.g. STR to contralateral isocortex and 770 

STR. Polysynaptic homotopic interactions are found in the CTXsp, STR, PAL, and thalamus.  771 

Likelihood values are given in %. Mismatches between structural-functional connectivity are 772 

shown in extended Figure 5-1. 773 

 774 












